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 tlona baa been atudled.Keotrlno pair e^aalon in neutron collision turns out to be eiaentlal

for ooollnc of neutron stars, neutrino pair eBlsslon in nuclear transition» is affective

juat before the core laploalon of a hot aaaalv* atar and at tbe initial atace of laplodon

(till a full dlasoalatlon of nuclei into nucleona).



I n t r o d u c t i o n

As Is known neutrino emission plays an important role In

the process of star evolution Iespecially, at the last stages of

evolution when its rate is practically fully detorained by neut-

rino losses of energy). It is true for the stage of smooth burning,

prior to the star core implosion, as «ell as for the processes of

core implosion and cooling of the produced neutron star.

Weak neutral hadronlc currents, that manifest themselves in

the observed neutrino scattering on nucleons, provide grounds for

additional effective mechanisms of emitting neutrinos by stars. (This

fact had been pointed out long before neutral currents «ere dis-

/
1-3/

) . Presence of neutral currents leads firstly to quan-

/V

tltative changes of the earlier calculated intensity of electro-

nic neutrino-antineutrino pair emission , caused by (i/ee)(i/ee)

Interaction. Second, it leads to emission of muonlc neutrino in

(c v ){ee) interaction, and finally It opens possibilities for



neutrino pair emission In nucleon collisions or nuclear transi-

tions (as veil as In pbotoproductlon yN-»Ni/|/).

In tbe present paper we consider tbe latter Mechanise of

neutrino emission due to neutral currents (contribution of
 y

N->Nf J7

process to tbe neutrino emission of stars Is very small ' ).

Emission of neutrino pairs In neutrino collisions Is Important

for cooling of neutrino stars ff2).

Emission of neutrino pairs from nuclear transitions at com-

8._~ /8/

paratlvely low temperatures (T .< 10 °Ю was considered In ref . .

Under tbese conditions neutrino emission may take place due to

nuclear transitions between the low levels of some selected Iso-

topes. Tbe contribution of this mechanism to tbe total neutrino

flux is small (even If the small values of tbe corresponding

matrix elements are not taken Into accountVTbls mechanism should

be effective just before tbe core Implosion of massive stars and

at Initial stage of Implosion (till a total dlssoslatlon of

nuclei Into aucleons).Under tbese conditions Its contribution Is

comparable with the one from the Urea-process on nuclei (#3).

2. Neutrino Emission of Heutrcn Stars

The cooling rate of neutron stars determines tbe life time

of such stars In hot stage, when they are Intensive sources for

*-rays.



The following conditions are characteristic for neutron

stars:the Fermi energy of the degenerated neutron gas ц
а
 Is

approximately equal to the one of the generated electron gee ц
п
=

=/л =100 MeV. In this case р
р
 = 5 ileV for protons, and the matter

density Is about Ю ^ Ю
1 5
 g/cm

3
.

/9-IS/
The reactions nn -* ope v, epn •* паи was considered

as one of the possible mechanisms of neutron star coollng.lt was

assuaed that probability tor a transverse reaction epn-»oni/ is

comparable with the probability of the direct reaction nn-»npei/

and the probability for the latter one only was considered.

On the contrary with the two-step character of the reaction with

charged currents the considered process nn -» nnt>v is one-

step.

A step by step consideration of the processes should follow

the theory of the neutron Fermi liquid and with account of pos-

sible effects of pion condensation In nuclear matter . However

we will Halt ourselves with the simplest model of degenerated

Fermi gas as a first approximation.

A. Cross Section for Reaction ап

The amplitude for the process

(1)

has the form M = - = l
a
 H

a
 where C

o
- vY

a
(X+Y

s
 )»*

 H

e
=
 v

a
 + ̂

e
 is the



matrix element of neutral neutrino badronlc current,assumed In tbe

form ot tbe sum of vector and axial Interactions.Let us denote tbe

momenta of tbe Initial and final neutrons as P >P
2
 *

ad
 V

3
,P

4
 and

к . kg stand for neutrino momentum. E,, I' , Kg, В., <u,, <u
2
 are

tbe energies of tbe corresponding particles, к =k j + к , « = 0 , + ^

Tbe cross section of reaction (1) for emission of pairs v v and

v v may be written in tbe form

3 4

2 Л ^ к з

F./|M| «
4
(

= i. f fG
2[|k eH e |

2-k 2 iH| 2],

Tbe probability for reaction (1) with emission of soft vv-

pairs may be estimated with using tbe low energy theorems

Tbo expansion terms of the matrix element of tbe order of k"
1
,

that make the main contribution In the limits of low energies,

arlee due to emission of i^-pairs from the outer lines of the ̂



diagram which describes elastic neutron-neutron scattering. In tbe

energy region we are Interested in (corresponding to 0 <B
n

<
400 MeV

in the lab.system), elastic nn-scatterlng is practically isotroplc.

Therefore for estimations we can restrict ourselves with S-wave

neutron-neutron scattering. Having written down tbe vertex of

weak Interaction (aa)(vi>) in tbe form *
a
[n У

в
(8

у

+
8

А
У

5
 )°1 «nd

taken Into account tbe emission of w- pairs f?om all tbe outer

lines, we will obtain the expression

F=l-2 l t

f f

2 G 2 g 2 a [(кр1-кр,)2

 + (Ьр,-1фл)
2](й,2+2к2)/й,4 (4)

fox* tbe magnitude T. Here a is tbe cross section for elastic

nn-» nn scattering. In nonrelativistic approximation tbe contribu-

tion of weak vector Interaction to tbe emission of iw'-palre In

mn collisions is equal to zero. Ibis result Is similar to tbe

absence of dipole electromagnetic emission for collision of the

charged particles with equal ratio e/m. if the contribution

of one diagram only is taken Into account, e.g. In rvt.' ', then

the vector part of the Interaction Is not compensated, and tbe

suit turns out to be higher. It worth noticing that such a compen-

sation seems not to occur In neutrino scattering on nuclei.

For tbe total cross section of reaction (1) we will obtain

tbe expression

7



A no _ S

(Е/Ш) (5)
3 5 7 IT

where E = (p* -p )/(4m)is tbe relative kinetic energy of nucleons.

We would note that In the soft-plon limit (when • = 0) cross

section (1) nay be related to tbe cross section for plon produc-

tion In nucloon-nueleon collisions. Indeed In nonrelativistic

approximation the following: relation takes place for nucleons

where g
2
/4ir = 14.6, k

a
 Is plon momentum and the cross section

for reaction may be presented In the fora

2
 d

3
kd

3
p

3
d

3
p

1 4
'4-VV'^«

Comparing expressions (2), (3) and (6) In the soft plon limit and

assuming, that ojOt
2
=0)-о

я
(к

2
-т^ we will obtain

Unfortunately this expression can hardly be used In the

energy range of our Interest, as the experimental data on a (E)

are known only above tbe production threshold of real plon.
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В. Reaction nn - vawv under Conditions of neutron Star

Under conditions of a neutron star the neutron gas Is

highly degenerated, and It can effectively emit only a small

number of neutrons near the Fermi surface. In this case the energy

of pair o> «fi
a
 . With an accuracy up to the terms of the order of

/3 - Т/д
п
 expression (4) may be presented In the form

F « 1 2
12
 .Vf^.(1., -kp/ (<Л 2к

2
)/<Л <8)

Specific luminosity of neutrino energy losses with emission

of v v and v и pairs Is equal to« • ц ц

'<v -J-d4k«SF«4(p +p -p -p. -к)/(2%2), О)

3 iIiL

the sign + stands for init ial neutrons (1 *1,2) and the sign

stands for final neutrons (1 =» 3.4).

After lDtegratlon expression (9) takes the form

Хь с»)
3 3 5 7 »B F
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J f j f

J-/3 ^ / 3 ,

+ x a +xJ 4 Q*540 , (12)

Q"1» (1 + e X | ) (1 + e*2)(l + e*3)(l + e*4) (13)
2

p = 2/iffl,<a> - cross section fur m-scatterlng averaged In energy.

When 11 = 100 MeV, <<r>-42 mbn. For the magnitude Lp we obtain

L^ = 4' » 4 g A T 9 erg.g."1.sec"1. (14)

This value Is close to the emission Intensity, estimated for reao-
/9-13/

tlon nn-> npei/ . Thus we come to a conclusion that neutral

currents may play an Important role In cooling of neutron stare.

As It was mentioned above, the effects of pion condensation

may also play an Important role In neutrino luminosity of neutron

stars. Emission of vv pair by plons In plon-nudeon scattering

will be enlarged due to a smaller mass of p*on and absence

of Its suppression at the account of the Paull principle In de-

generated neutron gas.

10



3. Keutrino suasion of Hot "Iron" Stars

Urka-processes and processes of electron-positron pair

annihilation are the main processes of neutrino emission at the

latest stage of star evolution (before implosion and possible

burst of a supernew star). Weak neutral hadronlc currents make
/2,26,27/

possible nuclear exltatlon In neutrino scattering , and

correspondingly, vv pair emission In transition from higher to

lower nuclear levels.

The main contribution to the process (A
(
Z)*-»(A,Z) is de-

termined by the permitted transition and Is caused by the axial

part of a weak current (by isoscalar if It exists at all, as «ell

as by isovector). The probability of emitting v v and «/{Г pairs

by exited nucleus may be presented in the form

and emission Intensity is

L^=W(E)Ee*p(-E/kT).

2

If |<a>| Is Independent of energy then the emission W B T 1 « W cor

responds to the levels nitb exltatlon energy of ЕэвкТ and the

intensity of emission within the Interval 3.5 kT< B<9.5 kT, is

11



not less than one half of the intensity from levels

with В = 6 КГ.

At the "iron" stage of star evolution their isotopic compo-

sition is determined by the elements Fe, Un, Oo. In this domain

intensive Gamov-Teller transitions are in the region of exitation

/28/ _
fi

energy from 5 up to 12 HeV , In particular, for °°Fe they are

within the range from XX up to 12 MeV.For Fe in the region of

7 HeV of and In the case of
 5 8
Ni this domain is (5-8)VeV(isoscalar

branch) and 10-li; MeV (isovector one).

The magnitude |<or>| for lower levels is small (in parti-

cular the value of matrix elements for transition from 14 KeV

for
 5 7
*e ABmffT KeV for

 6 1
Hi discussed in r e f /

8 /
 is email).

The main contribution to the Gamov-Teller matrix element

in the considered domain of nuclei is caused by the one particle

transition If -»lf
?/2
 for which |<a>| = 2.3. For emission inten-

sity per nucleus when 0.1 E < W < 0 . 3 E we will obtain the estima-

tion

The star luminosity is

v=»4>V

12



This estimation Is slightly lowered, as we isave taken Into

account a transition from one level only and to the ground state

only.

When T
 s
 5 L

u
= 15-10 g

A
 erg.g.' .вес" . for comparison

we would note that Urka process on nuclei when T' • 5 and p >

= 10
V
 «/cm

3
 leads to neutrino luminosity L

|
,e-lD

11
erg.g.-

1
.eee-

1
'

23
/

It means that there does exist a region of temperatures and densi-

ties, where emission of neutrino pairs In nuclear transitions may

make a considerable contribution to the neutrino luminosity of

stars.

In conclusion we express our gratitude to G.S.Bisnovaty-

Kogan, G.V.Domogataky, V.S.Imshennik, D.K.lfadezbln, Y.M.Chechetkln

for discussions of this paper.
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